and of Takahashi and Wakimoto [9] , which may be called the order stratification method.
When the order of the magnitude of the observations between a small member is intuitively found without measurement by e. g. a visual inspection and the measurement is costly, our test statistics are available and we can conclude that the tests based on only a half or a third of the samples have high ARE's.
Furthermore even if we use all the samples our method is powerful especially in the scale and the scale slippage model. § 1. Introduction and basic theory of multivariate rank order statistics.
Let X1, ••• ,Xk", and Y1, • Ykn be independent variables with cdf's F(x) and G(x) having density functions f(x) and g(x) respectively.
Here k is a fixed positive integer. Let N=m+n, 2=m1N and assume that there exists a positive number A such that A 1-20. To test the hypothesis H: F=G, there are available many rank order statistics such as Wilcoxon, normal score etc. for location alternatives and Mood, Freund and Ansari, Siegel and Tukey, Klotz normal score etc. for scale alternatives. All these statistics are based on the rank scores of the Xi's among the pooled sample of size kN. Each of them is asymptotically optimal for some parametric family. However, they are not optimal for other families.
Thus, we feel that there remains room to improve them by utilizing other informations.
Furthermore there are many practical cases where the order of the magnitude between a small member of the samples can be found without measurement. In such a case it is desirable to utilize this information to save the measurement cost. This paper applies an artificial stratification of the samples by means of ordering to the nonparametric problem on the two-sample case.
Let where A is a subset of (1, •-• , k). In this paper we deal with only the one-sided alternative 0> 0 and a test is said to be based on S if it has a critical region of the form S c.
Let us propose multivariate rank order statistic SN=(3N1,--,SNk),
where RNij is the rank of Xj, .; among the set HT; and aN;(1),••• ,aNi(N) are given constants such that for some nonconstant square integrable function 1,;(u),
The tests based on only SNi should be, if it is powerful, recommended in the cases mentioned before. The reader may wonder the legitimacy of the statement tests based on only SNi, because appearently the whole observations are needed in order to obtain SNj. However, if a grance of k members may reveal the order of them without measurement we can adopt SNj without measurement of the samples not used. In [9] Takahashi and Wakimoto considered several circumstances and McIntyre [5] discussed the application of the similar method to the pasture measurement.
In the following sections we shall propose specific statistics in the case k=2 or 3 and investigate their ARE's w. r. t. the Wilcoxon or the Mood test. Throughout this paper ARE is conceived in the Hajek and Sidak's sense [4, p. 267] .
To calculate the ARE we need asymptotic theory. Patel [6] proved the asymptotic normality of the multivariate linear rank statistics under H and also under the contiguous regression alternatives. Here the asymptotic normality under the contiguous scale alternatives is also required. So we give Theorem 1.1 and 1.2 below to be used in the two-sample problem. 
A proof of Theorem 1.1 was given by Patel [6] and also by the auther [8] . A proof of Theorem 1.2 was given by the auther [8] and is similar to that of the location case given by Patel [6] . The proofs are based on the contiguity of h(x ; N4.o) to h(x ; 0) and the multivariate version of LeCam's lemma. We also needed the convergence theorems in FlAjek and SidAlc [4, p. 64 and 154] which was guaranteed by (1.5) and (1.6). For our order stratification it holds that
for the location problem and
for the scale problem since in our situation we can interpret as r=k and 0=(0 ,••• , 0).
Thus, in our situation
for i<j and
for the alternative K1(N10). For K2(N40), we may replace CO(U ; f) in (1.15) with co,(u ; f) defined in (1.13).
It should be noted that TN is distribution-free under H, since
If F is symmetric, it seems convenient to choose score functions satisfying symmetric property in some sense. Thus, we give the following theorems.
Let (Z1, Z2, Z3) be a trinomial variable with parameter (k ; 1-u, u-v, v), then
The second and the third terms in the right hand side of (1.17) are independent of u, while the first terms is A ki-i-i,k+i-J(1), u). Thus, we have dAii(1-u, 1-v)= dAk,_i ,k,_,(v, u) which yields the theorem. This implies the conclusion.
From the form of the asymptotic distributions, we should adopt a linear combination of TN17••• ,TNk as a test statistic when we measure all the samples and use TN. § 2. A statistic for the location alternatives when k=2.
In this section we consider only symmetric distributions with co(u ; f) satisfying (1.18). The proposing statistic is Si---=(Rii,E R12). Normalizing Si, we have T1= i=1i=i (T1f T2) where The bound of the ARE above is given by the following theorem. This theorem implies that, for symmetric unimodal distributions, tests based on only T1 or T2 have more than a half of the information as compared with the Wilcoxon test though they use only a half of the samples.
Some numerical value's of the ARE are given in Table 1 . When we use T2H-T2, it may be efficient to use the exact covariance coy (T1, T2) which is given by the following theorem. Then the correlation coefficient of E Ri,andiR12 is given by
In our case, by a short calculation we have A= 31 and B=4. Substitutions of the above values to (2.5) prove the theorem. § 3. A statistic for the location alternatives when k=3.
The proposing statistic in this section is S2=(ERi1, E Ri2, ER13). Like Section 2 t=1 2=1 1=1
we deal with only symmetric distributions with co(u ; f) defined by (1.12) satisfying Thus, when the underlying distribution is symmetric unimodal, T2 which uses only a third of the sample, contains asymptotically more than 48 percent of the information as compared with the Wilcoxon test. Though T2 contains tolerable information, we can not declare that T2 is always better than T1 and T3. However, Table 2 will tell us that T2 is more preferable than T1 and T3 for well known distributions. When we are to use all the samples by adopting a linear combination of T" T2 and Ts, occurs a question of finding the best weighted statistic B with the ARE e(B,W).
Though the best weight depend on F, some experiences on examples indicates that e(B, W) is close to e(T2, W) when the latter is large enough and to e(T1+ Ts+Ts, W) otherwise, as is shown in Table 2 . Another interesting weight is the weight which gives the most stringent test considered by Schaafsma [7] . When the ratio of the weight of T1 or T3 to T2 is 21 (6 -./121.5 -'N/349 )/( 'N/349 -'N/121.5 )=,3.098, the asymptotically most stringent test for symmetric unimodal distributions is given. Exact values of the covariances of T,, T2 and T3 are given in the following theorem. THEOREM 3.2. It holds that In this section we consider the problem of testing H against K2(N10), 0> 0 when k=3. It seems that k =2 is too small to extract the merit of the order stratification We are again faced with a question of how to give weights to each element of Ta. The examples in Table 3 indicate that T11+72±T31 for a=1 and Tic,4---12--T2+ T3« for a=2, 3 and 4 have high ARE's (especially for a=3 and 4), though simple enough. Furthermore, since the (1.3) element of each Ea is negative, Tia-l-T3« may be attractive. In fact Table 3 and the covariance matrices (4.1) show that e(Tia±T,a, M) is close to e(13,, M) where Ba denotes the best weighted Ta. There are cases in which T1«-k-T8, is more preferable than M though only two thirds of the samples are used. Some results concerned to the bound of the ARE are given in the following theorem.
THEOREM 4.1. Let us consider the absolutely continuous symmetric distributions with coi(u; f) satisfying (1.18) such that fxf2(x)dx<00, then 0 e(T2, M) 26443 and 33 20 x 2-2(3«+"(a+1)2(2a+1)(3a+1) e(T1a, M) 80 (a+1)2(2a+1). Let us consider the problem of testing H against K2(1\T-0) for the exponential, Weibull and the gamma distribution.
Though the parameter here is a scale parameter, it has a similar property to a location parameter.
The Mood test is inefficient in this case, see Basu and Woodworth [1] . This is because, if the parameter is large, the observations from the second population have tendency to be large. Thus it will be appropriate to adopt the Wilcoxon test as the standard test. Woinsky [10] showed that the Wilcoxon test has high efficiency for a scale slippage problem.
In this section
we propose competitors to the Wilcoxon test and investigate their ARE's.
The proposing statistics are 5i1i2=(E E n ) for k=2 and Siii2;3=(ERi!P,En, i=1 i=1i=1i=1 ER!T) for k=3. Denote the normalized statistics of Si1i2 and S104;5 by T i=i T2 j2)and Tj3j4j5=(T3i3, T414, T,h) respectively. We deal with distributions having soi(u ; f) satisfying (1.18). Exponential, Weibull and gamma distributions are enjoying this property. The score functions of Ti1j2 and Ti3j4j5 are (u'2, w12) and (u", uJ4, u") respectively.
The limit of the covariance matrix of each T can be obtained by (1.14) and are shown in Table 4-7 .
From the results in Section 1, it follows that Table 4 and P2i2),
It also follows that
where Ej3j4j5is the asymptotic covariance matrix of Tj3j4j0 obtainable from Table 5-7 andpe ;3;4;5=(1-13;3, /1414y P5j5), The proof of this theorem is similar to that of Theorem 4.1 and is omitted. EXAMPLE 5.1. Exponential distribution : f(x)=e'(0) for x> 0 ( 0). Although this is a special case of gamma distributions, it is quite important in many applications. We have soi= -1-log (1-u). The locally most powerful rank test is the Savage test Wilcoxon test has the score function u, e(W, U)=0.75. Thus, the Wilcoxon test is not so inferior to the Savage test. Furthermore, by calculating ft j j2 and pj3j4j5 we can conclude that our tests constructed from T1122 or T1314j5 are not so inferior to the Savage test. However it is also the question as in Section 3 and 4 how to give weights to the components of Tfij2 or Tj3j4j5. We can find best weight for each statistic separately but it is tedious and yet not applicable, so we give only Table 8 showing e(Tiji, W)'s.
It is noted that T2 j2 and T5 j5 are quite good. The ARE of any linear combination Table 9 where Breiter and Krishnaiah [2] is used. So we can adopt 
